
Industry Outlook

The Client

Dominion Mall & Apartments is a complete lifestyle destination building on over 2.2 million square feet. The 
project combines superior design thinking and unmatched architecture to provide an immersive shopping, living, 
eating and working experience to the residents of the twin cities. Being one of the very few projects of its scale in 
the country, Dominion Mall & Apartments needed a robust sales and marketing strategy that would ensure the 
crucial success it needs in its initial phases.

With USD 5.2 billion being spent on a range of construction projects throughout the country each year, real estate 
is one of the key sectors of Pakistan attracting a range of foriegn and local investment. Pakistan is also home to 
Asia’s largest real estate investment group, Bahria Town.

With an economy geared towards urbanization, there is an ever-growing need for infrastructure, planning and 
accomodation. This makes the real estate sector highly rewarding. Unfortunately, the geo-political situation of the 
country has been a significant influence on its realty sector. There are numerous land disputes that remain 
unsolved and unattended to date and there is huge potential for the authorities to integrate technology for added 
transparency and value to the investors.

Enabling a complete 
sales & marketing 
ecosystem for a mega 
mall



Client’s Challenges

Solution

Business Outcomes

Our client needed a reliable E2E digital and sales channel partner that could establish a sound network to 
connect with and inform real estate investors of Dominion Mall & Apartments. The client had set one of the 
highest budgets for the sales and marketing activities of the project and the challenge was to find a reliable 
partner that could invest in the most rewarding opportunities. Moreover, the entire campaign was to be executed 
within a period of four months.

Arcana Info proposed a complete sales and marketing strategy that enabled the client to have a sound presence 
in the real estate sector of Pakistan. An aggressive approach towards electronic and digital media was adopted 
and more than 30 sales and marketing resources were deployed on the project, ranging from designers and 
copywriters and digital media experts to project management specialists, sales officers and business 
development executives.

Arcana took responsibility for the project and devised the complete campaign. Dominion Mall & Apartments was 
given a fresh new logo, a brand new identity and because of its breathtaking scale, the project soon became 
Pakistan’s first complete lifestyle destination.

Arcana Info also devised an offline marketing campaign for the client. International realty tradeshows and 
seminars were targeted and the client was provided an attractive presence to attract direct foreign investment.

The marketing and sales strategy derived by Arcana turned out to be a great success for the client. Our initiatives 
enabled the client to market the project as a premium one-stop living and shopping destination like no other in 
the twin cities. Our sales and marketing drive attracted a large proportion of real estate investors, families and 
individuals and provided the client with qualified leads and business opportunities.

The marketing and creative teams created immersive campaigns for all social, digital, electronic and offline 
channels and the sales staff was responsible for entertaining all resulting leads and scoring new opportunities. In 
less than four months, the client was successfully able to reach all major real estate investor and realty dealer in 
Pakistan, USA, UK, UAE and the Middle East.



About Arcana Info

Arcana Info is a systems integration, IT consulting and outsourcing firm with a focus on helping today’s enterprise for a better 
tomorrow. Partnering with global technology leaders and banking on the decades of experience behind each team member, 
Arcana Info is leading the way to become a dependable value added partner for organizations of all sizes.

To know more about us, please visit www.arcanainfo.com or write to info@arcanainfo.com. For further assistance, please 
reach us at +92 (51) 111 ARCANA.

#betterandmore is our series of client success stories and project case studies. The philosophy behind ‘Better & More’ is 
to integrate smart solutions that not only harness business performance but enable the enterprise for a sustainable and 
scalable future.
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